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Introduction
The digital marketing industry is shifting as whole industries adjust their
business models during the pandemic. More companies are working from
home, providing new discounts, shifting e-commerce, changing audiences and
moving services online (AdWeek). During this period advertising budgets will
be stressed, but digital marketers who dig in to meet these challenges can
emerge ahead of the game.
One of the key changes for the digital marketing community overall is also that
becoming a remote-first company, once considered as a way to attract better
talent, is now, at least temporarily in many states, the primary way of doing
sales and client management.
Marketers can take advantage of working-from-home by sharpening the saw
with data-driven insights that make tele-meetings more valuable, deliver better,
actionable recommendations for adapting to new KPIs, and foresee where the
new sales opportunities are likely to be.

Data and Methodology
Sample Set (2019/Q1 2020)

900,958

Total number of campaigns

$121M

Total ad spend

11B+

TapClicks, the leading provider of platform solutions for the digital marketing
industry, is dedicated to facilitating your success in the emerging remote-first
economy.

Impressions

We unify omnichannel analytics, intelligence, reporting of digital campaigns
tracking more than $100 million in annual spending, and are also HIPAA
compliant for businesses in regulated healthcare markets.

Clicks

62M
169

Industry categories

This report uses industry data along with proprietary
analytics for several top industries and six channels to
provide key insights to help marketers understand how
to move forward in 2020.

Social, SEM/PPC,
Video, Display,
location-based,
programmatic
Channels
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Expect a period of adjustment as some
budgets decline and spending shifts
Industries across the board are adjusting their business
models by discounting, shifting to e-commerce, adding
delivery, and providing remote services.
This provides an opportunity for digital marketers
who can stand out in the crowd. Those who
have the edge on data and analytics that can
fuel results will have super-powers to land large
accounts.
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KEY REVENUE OPPORTUNITY:

HEALTHCARE MARKETING
For agencies looking for the “big spenders” in digital advertising, healthcare, education, car dealers and franchisees are
typically in the top ten—and still were in 2019.
The industry category with the biggest marketing spend overall is healthcare, at $30 billion in marketing in 2019, double from 20 years ago. While
healthcare companies are consumed by the current crisis, they will remain a
huge source of advertising.
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TapClicks data for this category is composed of Hospitals, Clinics and Medical
Centers (9.92%), massage clinics and therapists (3.18%), Chiropractors
(2.5%), Dentists (1.6%), Pharmacies (.53%) and physicians (.75%). Taken
together they composed 18.5% of the $65 million in digital spending tracked
in 2019.
The reason digital marketing is so important in this sector was clear long
before the coronavirus: healthcare is the third most searched topic in Google
(Internet Live Stats) and 80% of prospective patients go online to see
physician reviews. This will only continue as the demand for healthcare
information grows.
In the new environment, healthcare will increase its focus on remote
care models like teladoc.com, which has partnered with major insurance
companies to offer physician services by phone, and the growing wave of
other online health services from therapy, discounted pharmaceuticals, and
online enabled testing.
The move to remote care was also endorsed by the administration in its
March 22 press conference as a key tactic to combat COVID-19. Over the
next two years, forty percent of US doctors are expected to move into
telemedicine. That bringing the total to 57% of users.

The Rise of the Telehealth App
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24/7 access to a doctor
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Online therapy with a
licensed therapist

(source: Bain & Company)
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Telehealth & housecalls
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KEY REVENUE OPPORTUNITY:

HIGHER EDUCATION

Higher education spending on advertising all-time high as
early as 2016 as the relative cost of education skyrocketed,
and students began to question the cost/benefit of taking on
life-altering debt in return for a degree.
Most colleges were physically closed due to the COVID-19 threat and have
moved to online learning for the rest of the school year. Many schools, like
Stanford and Yale University, are offering permanent online classes and expect the virtual classrooms to become more popular in the future.
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This trend intensified in 2019 and is true across the globe. TapClicks’ market data shows
that of the total $100+ million spent on digital media, Colleges and Universities spent
the most (16.87%), followed by Gyms and Fitness Centers (15.53%) and Car Dealers
and Leasing (10.71%)

Total digital marketing spend by industry

2019
CATEGORY
Colleges and Universities
Gyms and Fitness Centers
Car Dealers and Leasing
Banks and Credit Unions

Q1 2020
%

CATEGORY

%

16.87%

Gyms and Fitness Centers

24.79%

15.53%

Colleges and Universities

15.34%

10.71%

Hospitals, Clinics and Medical Centers

9.93%
9.06%

10.15%

Banks and Credit Unions

Hospitals, Clinics and Medical Centers

9.92%

Car Dealers and Leasing

8.78%

Hotels and Motels

3.23%

Hotels and Motels

3.12%

Massage Clinics and Therapists

3.18%

Assisted Living Services

3.03%

Chiropractors

2.56%

Massage Clinics and Therapists

2.63%

Manicures and Pedicures

2.27%

Dentists

2.39%

As higher educational institutions adjust to a new, even if temporary, work from
home/learn from home environment, they will offer virtual classrooms, and need
help from marketers to address these new markets, especially targeting college age
decision makers.
A category with a similar challenge – gyms and fitness centers – are also gearing to
offer more online classes and remote personal training options, and will need to evolve
strategies to market these new options.
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KEY REVENUE OPPORTUNITY:

Car dealers and leasing
companies
Automotive is always in the top five of advertising spend and
Car Dealers ranked as third in TapClicks’ digital spending client data for 2019.
This industry is immediately impacted by the economic shutdown, and
marketers buying for the automotive category can expect requests to
immediately pivot to promote new programs like zero percent financing and
house calls for customers who are self-quarantining.
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The aftermath of 9/11 shows how aggressive car dealers can get almost over-night:
Along with GM’s massive “Keep America Rolling Campaign,” were innovative offers like
“Employee Pricing For All,” “$2002 for 2002” and “1-2-3” incentive programs, led to a
virtual marketing arms race.
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KEY REVENUE OPPORTUNITY:

Franchisees will need help and can help agencies scalE QUICKLY
Franchisees are such a unique phenomenon because they rely
so heavily on digital agencies to create deeply local marketing
strategies, although they are national brands with larger budgets.
They need both consistent design elements, and also individual strategies tailored
to local markets. So the payoff for agencies is huge.
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58% of franchisees use only digital marketing, and landing a few od these clients is a
key strategy for local digital agencies to scale, according to research by BIA Advisory
Services. The need is there: 70% of franchisees already use agencies to buy locally, the
study found.
So what will they be wanting during this period of disruption? The types of franchisees
are too broad to predict, however, the food category is shifting to drive thru and delivery
services, and may offer discounts.
From every agency that uses better intelligence to offer them real value with
better results, marketing giants will be born.
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KEY REVENUE OPPORTUNITY:

Retail shifts into e-commerce
Retail has mostly led as an industry in total digital ad spend.
However, if you remove car dealers from the mix, retail did not
make the top ten list of spend by category among marketers
in our data.
Retail may be moving more spending into digital this year. As AdWeek notes,
retail brands will be shifting to e-commerce: “In order to survive, brands may
need to pivot to e-commerce and alternative marketing solutions in the coming months.” We expect budgets to shift to digital as the demand for e-commerce grows – and local stores can sell “out of area.”
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So what are
marketers
to take away
from all this?
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INSIGHT #1

PPC/SEM will continue to be
marketers’ favorite channel
PPC/SEM is still digital marketers’ favorite channel,
although the mix may shift slightly this year after
companies adjust to new models.

When Google Ads accounted for 37% of the total digital marketing buy
in 2018, companies still planned to grow PPC as a share of their budget.
By 2019, TapClicks data shows that 53.6% of the client budgets had
gone to SEM/PPC.
All Paid Media Services: Spend
4% 1%
24%

17%
Display Services
Location-based Services
Programmatic
SEM/PPC
Social Services

54%
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INSIGHT #1

One reason for the popularity of the SEM/PPC channel is that, along
with social media, CTR’s are higher; TapClick marketers approach
1% CTR and the click is at the bottom of the funnel, closer to the
acquisition. The targeting also seems spot on, 1% may not like much
but it is actually 50% higher than any other channels, except for
social.

2019 Paid Media Services: Spend
SEM/PPC

53.67%

Social Services

23.98%

Programmatic

16.74%

Display Services

4.31%

Location-based Services

1.30%

In fact, viewing CTR by category shows that 64% of categories
buying SEM/PPC had a CTR above 1 percent, and a third of these
categories showed a CTR above 2%. For clients who only want to
increase the number of clicks, SEM/PPC and Social Media are still
great options.
Still, marketers may still want to rethink the channel mix this year,
as they consider how to market new initiatives such as discounts, a
refocus on e-commerce, and other factors such as adding delivery.
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There are two main reasons for marketers to rethink
the mix in 2020. First, as companies pivot and offer new
online options, they will need more “top of the funnel” youdon’t-know-what-you-don’t-know messaging, even for
established brands.

End-users – customers at the retail level – are not going to search for
an insurance company with a Teladoc partnership, if they don’t know it
exists.
How The Mix May Shift to Reflect Changing Goals

AWARENESS

VIDEO & DISPLAY ADS

INTEREST

EVALUATION
SALE

SHOPPING CAMPAIGNS

INTENT

SEARCH ADS

CONSIDERATION
REMARKETING

INSIGHT #2

New initiatives will require a shift in
focus to “top of the funnel” messaging
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INSIGHT #2

PPC/SEM will still be important even for new initiatives to make sure
that all the bases are covered, however, there is another reason to
consider other options: cost.
The combination of needing more top-of-the-funnel messaging for
remote and online-first initiatives, and the availability of lower priced
CPC from other channels has created some real bargains that may
be hard to pass up.
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INSIGHT #3

Shifting the mix may achieve
better results on smaller budgets
As all these industries are impacted by declines in sales, and
company goals change to “awareness” of new initiatives,
their marketing budgets may also shrink. However, there
are serious bargains to be had for savvy marketers using
analytics to catch these deals.

According to Wordstream, for example, Google Ads cost $1 to $2 per
click compared to display ads – at the top of the funnel – which typically
have a CPC of less than $1.
Top CPC by Industry

2019
CATEGORY

Q1 2020
CPC

CATEGORY

CPC

$1.34

Gyms and Fitness Centers

$3.89

$2.02

Colleges and Universities

$2.21

Car Dealers and Leasing

$2.15

Hospitals, Clinics and Medical Centers

$2.58

Banks and Credit Unions

$2.33

Banks and Credit Unions

$2.74

Hospitals, Clinics and Medical Centers

$2.22

Car Dealers and Leasing

$2.59

Hotels and Motels

$0.98

Hotels and Motels

$1.49

Massage Clinics and Therapists

$2.11

Assisted Living Services

$3.80

Chiropractors

$2.83

Massage Clinics and Therapists

$2.54

Manicures and Pedicures

$1.82

Dentists

$5.47

Colleges and Universities
Gyms and Fitness Centers
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INSIGHT #3

During the quarantine, with people forced to remain in their homes
and many thousands of retail businesses ordered to shutter for the
foreseeable future, consumers are finding great value in e-commerce
retailers. They are obvious winners during the pandemic.
Retail and food services in March dropped an unprecedented 8.7%
from the prior month.

(source: New York Times)

Meanwhile, Amazon is adding 100,000 jobs at its fulfillment centers
and delivery network due to “an increase in people shopping online”.
Online grocery-delivery services are in high demand. Sales through
Amazon Fresh and Instacart almost quadrupled in the second week
of March. Food delivery companies like Blue Apron and Hello Fresh
saw stocks prices spike.
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INSIGHT #3
The travel industry has been hit hard. Airlines have cut back
operations, commercial flights are almost empty of passengers and
cruises have been paused all together. Hospitality is close behind.
Both industries are likely to cancel all media spend for Q2 with the
second half of the year looking more uncertain due to the unknown
recovery timeline.
Travel may shift marketing away from older travelers, to younger,
risk tolerant digital natives with new pricing discounts and a more
limited set of destinations.
Going back to the massive spend on education marketing, colleges
and universities can also benefit from a slightly shifted approach.
The TapClicks data set shows they pay $2.50 CPC for SEM/PPC, but
just $1.34 average CPC across all channels. They may want to use
display and social to lower costs, and increase the awareness of
new messaging at the same time.
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INSIGHT #4

Top performing SEM/PPC campaigns use
combinations of 50 to 70 different ads
SEM/PPC will remain a key area of the marketing process.
Super-performing marketers – ones that are light-years
ahead of the pack – are placing 40 to 120 Google AdWords
per campaign.

Show clients how they can outperform by “spying on” top competitors
and using this best practice. TapClicks’ iSpionage tool provides a simple
way to view practices used by the top performing companies for any
keyword. For example, researching this hyper-competitive slice of the
financial category, “credit card application,” iSpionage first surfaces a
short list of the three top performing competitors.
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INSIGHT #4

Subscribers to the service also see a bubble chart that visually
displays just how much these superstars outperform the rest of the
pack in both share of impressions and Google rankings.

Then, it provides more insights on strategy; In this case the two superperformers discover card.com and capitalone.com, are represented
by the green dots, identified among dozens of competitors competing
for top Google ranking.
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INSIGHT #4

A sample of common key words in ten categories then shows the
actual ads, what offers are used, and how many are being placed, to
give a deep dive into these strategies.

Accessing landing pages yield end-to-end insights into marketing
strategies around these keyword groups, such as discounts offered
and other perks, used by the most successful companies. In this case,
the bank offer for a student credit card with 1% cash back and no
annual fee.
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CONCLUSION
The dynamics of the emerging remote-first economy
created by the pandemic will require smart thinking from
every company.

As companies pivot, marketers will need to
help. If you are new to working from home, use
the time saved from the commute to hone skills
in data analytics, check out more white papers,
and create better, smarter recommendations.
Those who do will keep and grow partnerships
with clients. TapClicks is dedicated to helping
marketers standout in the crowd by providing
better actionable data. Let us know how we can
help solve your strategic marketing challenges.
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About TapClicks
TapClicks, Inc. is the leading provider of unified marketing operations,
analytics and reporting solutions for media companies, digital
marketing agencies, brands, franchises, and HIPAA covered entities.
The TapClicks Marketing Operations Platform provides end-to-end
business intelligence capabilities that include SEO, social and PPC
reporting, automated order entry, set up and approval workflows,
marketing performance analysis and the creation of interactive
visual reports and presentations. TapClicks integrates more than
200 different data sources via its Connector Marketplace to provide
marketers with the ability to analyze data from the full breadth of
popular marketing and advertising tools used in the industry today.
Recognized as one of the fastest growing companies in Silicon
Valley by Inc., TapClicks is headquartered in San Jose, California,
with locations in Boston, Massachusetts; Nashville, Tennessee;
and New York City; as well as international offices in Montreal,
Canada; Bogota, Colombia; Hyderabad, India; and Pune, India. For
more information please visit www.tapclicks.com or follow us on
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Instagram.

3031 Tisch Way, Suite 900
San Jose, CA 95128
tapclicks.com

